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With the financial crisis triggered by operational risks, the practical requirements 
of the transformation of economic development, commercial banks face the challenge 
for strengthening its risk control system and supporting the development of SMEs 
(small and medium-sized enterprises) who attached to the core enterprises as the 
purchasing upstream and selling downstream of a specific supply chainin the conduct 
of business.Recent years, commercial banks vigorously develop the Supply Chain 
Finance, a new financing model and profit point tailored for SMEs, which can 
effectively expand the scope of business, improveasset qualityand reduce business 
risk. As the supply chain business model significantly differs between sectors of 
industry, trading and risk elements have its own characteristics. In view of the rapid 
development and broad market prospects of China's automobile industry, how to 
comply with the car dealers, and effectively guard gainst risks, has become a 
confirmed problem which needs to focus on. 
Due to the high operational risk, lack of resources which can be secured, 
information asymmetries and other issues, car dealers d velop slowly. Confirming 
warehouse business is an innovative new kind of financialarrangement where bank 
credit is a carrier, bank acceptances is settled instruments, logistics regulators take 
care of the pledged goods, car manufacturers provide repurchasing guarantee for the 
uncovered draft when bank keeps control of delivery right. Currently, this kind of 
activities is in the ascendant, so it’s necessary to do some systematic research about 
the risk prevention.  
I would choose the practice of bank-Z to analysis and develop the need of 
automotive supply chain finance, and apply it on car dealer-A. Firstly, I would do 
some theoretical overview about the automotive supply chain, operational mode, 
followed by business processes, risk preventive measur s,At last, from the 
quantitative point of view, I would elaborate loan interest rate decision and the risk 
preventive measures, in hope to provide some new idas for bank’s automotive supply 
chain risk management. 
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